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Re-enactor’s Final Instructions 

Newark 75th Anniversary Commemoration 
Sunday 6th March 2016 - Introduction 
This is a major event, and there will be a lot going on, so it is essential that everyone involved pays 

attention, and keeps focussed on the event, and safety. Please read these instructions carefully. 

We are aiming to portray the air raid as realistically as possible, and following the original timing as 

closely as possible without letting our spectators get cold or bored. Note that if the weather is very 

wet, we may miss bits out, and compress the timings even more to finish it quicker. 

Safety 
We really don’t want anything to go wrong, and this relies on everyone taking care, both for 

themselves, and for others. The main risks are: 

 Pyrotechnics – there will be three big bangs, and it is essential that no-one is near them 

when they go off. They are marked with the red circles on the plans. There will also be 

strings of firecrackers that will represent machinegun fire, and these are in the yellow oval. 

They won’t do you any harm, but please don’t trip over them, or they may not work! 

 Vehicles – there will be vehicles moving in the arena. Before the Air Raids, they will be 

confined to the ‘roadway’ (black line on the plan), although during and after, they will be 

stopping and turning outside the ‘works’. The edge of the roadway will be marked by a rope 

laid on the ground. Pedestrians, please keep to the ‘factory’ side of the rope. 

 Tripping – take care of hoses and cables on the ground. 

 Smoke – If you have asthma or any other breathing difficulty, please let us know in advance, 

and we can plan your route to avoid smoke. 

If you hear an air horn sound, you must immediately switch off any engine you control, and stop 

any further movement, as the safety officer has seen something that could lead to a safety 

incident. Listen for an announcement on the PA. 

Insurance 
We expect everyone who is handling any equipment, or carrying a stretcher to have some form of 

re-enactors insurance to cover this. For people doing a ‘walk-on’ role, the 3rd-party liability cover 

that comes with most household buildings/contents insurance will be adequate. Please check your 

household insurance in advance, and bring a photocopy of the ‘schedule’ page with you. Vintage 

vehicle drivers will be covered by your normal vehicle insurance whilst driving. 

Clothing 
There are four levels of involvement: 

 Clean – the lucky ones where were in a different part of the factory 

 Sooty or dusty – Ones who had a close shave 

 Walking wounded  – torn clothing, blood etc  

 ‘Bloody Casualties’ – serious wound makeup, stretcher cases 

We would like rather more people in the higher categories than ‘clean’, so please would you let us 

know in advance what level you would like to portray. Note that being a ‘bloody casualty’ is quite a 

commitment, as the makeup takes an hour or more to apply, and you will be expected to remain 

made-up for photos afterwards. Please remember that if you are anything other than ‘clean’, bring 

clothing that does not matter getting appropriately soiled! 
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To maximise the drama, this air raid will need quite a lot of walking wounded – a lot of people were 

hit by broken glass, shrapnel and machine-gun fire. 

Casualties 
Some casualties will come out of the building as casualties, while others will get hit by shrapnel or 

machinegun fire when outside. We will try to ‘recycle’ casualties as follows: 

 You come out of the factory either as a casualty, or become a casualty outside. 

 A car, lorry or ambulance takes you to the ‘First Aid’ area. 

 Periodically, all available casualties get into the lorry, and are taken back past the factory to 

the back fire exit, where you can re-enter the building without being seen by the public. 

 You can then come out of the factory again as a casualty! 

‘Bloody Casualty’ makeup will start immediately after the 10:45 briefing in the Museum Crew Room, 

which is behind the Shop and entrance. All ‘bloody casualties’ must follow Hannah there. She may 

then give you a time slot for makeup. Once made-up, you will be taken by car or lorry to the hangar 

fire exit, so you can enter without being seen by the public, to maximise the effect. 

There are 4 main times when people become casualties: 

First air raid, first pass, 1:35pm. Two bombs hit the factory, causing many casualties inside, and 

these come out continuously over the next hour. A third bomb (Pyro 1 on the map) explodes outside 

the works. One or two people outside on the roadway get caught by shrapnel (But keep well away 

from the pyros itself – we don’t want any real casualties!) A fourth bomb hits the Stanley Street 

shelter (another pyro just behind the Anderson Shelter Garden), and one or two casualties are 

rescued from the shelter, possibly on a stretcher. 

First air raid, second and third passes, 1:37pm and 1:39pm. These passes have machine gun 

straffing, and people coming out of the factory are hit. This will need a few ‘bloody casualties’ 

wounded on one side only, so that the wounded side is kept turned away from public view until the 

straffing run, when the casualties will collapse onto the ground. These reenactors need to be in the 

yellow oval on the map. The firecrackers are quite safe as long as you are more than 6 inches away, 

but very loud. But take care not to collapse actually onto the firing tape, and please don’t trip over 

it! Other re-enactors should keep clear of the yellow area. 

Second raid, approx. 2pm. (It was actually 2:24 in real life) Siren will give warning that this is 

imminent. As many people have congregated round the mobile canteen, there are many casualties 

when a bomb goes off just outside the Works entrance (Pyro 3 on map). The grass between the 

Anderson Shelter and the ‘works’ entrance is out of bounds from the siren to the explosion. We 

need all available casualties from the previous three runs to be ‘recycled’.  The Army road block will 

liaise with control to make sure that the lorry gets everyone to the hangar fire exit before the siren 

goes off. That is the signal for the casualties to emerge and mingle with the crowd as the plane 

comes over. As the third pyro goes off (as the plane comes over) all casualties collapse wounded, 

and turn so that their ‘bloody’ side faces the crowd. 

Vehicles 
Cars and motorbikes will park for the morning on the roadway between the entrance and the 

‘works’. Drivers are free to explore the museum from 11am to 1pm. At that time, all participating 

vehicles should move to the ‘road’ outside the ‘works’, and take turns driving between the First Aid 

turning are and the turning area by the fire exit at the back of the ‘works’. Once the first bombs have 

fallen, the Army will close the road by the bridge, and regulate the movement of vehicles. In 

particular, vehicles may well be invited to take a casualty passenger to ‘hospital’, as there were more 

casualties than the ambulances could manage. 
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Sequence of Events (storyline) 
8am: Museum opens for exhibitors 

9:30am: NFS Mobile Canteen opens for signing-in. Please don’t leave this till the last minute – it 

would be most helpful if most people were signed-in before the briefing. 

10:45am:  Air Raid Participants briefing at the Mobile Canteen– this is essential for those taking 

part. 

11am: Music and entertainment begins – get into the swing for the day. 

1:00pm: Vintage cars and motorbike move from the display area to the arena outside the ‘works’, 

and simulate normal road traffic outside the factory, and factory workers return from their lunch 

break. All factory workers make their way into the ‘works’. (The next 30 mins is a good opportunity 

to look at the exhibits in Hangar 1!) The crowd barrier will be put into place. 
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1:35pm: The first air raid – much damage caused by bombs and machine-gun strafing. The HE111 

made three passes over the factory. 

• On the first pass, four 250kg bombs were dropped. Two did substantial damage to the works, 

one landed on the street outside the front door, and the last hit the Stanley Street shelter. 

• On the second pass, workers emerging from the factory were straffed with machinegun fire. 

• Further straffing occurred on the last pass, before the bomber dropped a 500kg bomb that hit 

the factory, but didn’t explode. 

See the Casualties section above for details of what happens to people. 

• ARPs start to rescue casualties from the Anderson Shelter. 

• The works firemen bring the trailer pump round to the water supply, run out a hose and start 

fighting the fire. Police to assist keeping workers out of the way. 

• The ‘lucky ones’ help with the casualties – offer comfort, open tight clothing, help the walking 

wounded into cars or the lorry. 

• Remember – you are acting the most distressing, traumatic day of your life. All that you do 

should reflect this. The casualties are your friends and colleagues. People you know have 

just died. 

• Cars start to take casualties away (and continue as directed by the Army/ARP). 

1:48pm The sirens sound ‘all clear’, as the Home Guard close the road, and send for help. 

Workers continue to emerge from the works. Lucky ones gather round the Canteen for a drink and 

chat. Casualties make their way to the Bell Tent, where they will be taken by the lorry back to the 

Hangar 1 Fire Exit, to re-enter the works. When the siren sounds the alert for the second time, all 

casualties should be mingling in the crowd around the Canteen. Listen for instructions from Control, 

which will be relayed by phone to the Hangar, and passed via Police and ARP. If the weather is 

poor, this (and all future timings) may be brought forward. 
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2:00pm: The second air raid by another plane. Five 250kg bombs are dropped, and luckily four are 

UXBs. One goes off outside the works, near a Mobile Canteen killing more people, and bursting the 

water main that the firemen were using. 

The casualties need to be in the crowd on the grass between the Canteen and the Road/crowd 

line. Lucky ones can be on the concrete, but after he pryo exploded, then move over to the 

casualties. This will leave the concrete area clear for the Fire Engines to arrive. As the plane 

approaches, there must be no-one between the Anderson shelter and the Works, as this is the 

danger area for the pyro. See red circle on map. 

2:05pm: The Fire Brigade arrive with K2, Escape, and Turntable Ladder, and mobile dam. 

• The Escape will come in first and place the ladder at the front of the works. A fireman goes up 

to survey the scene. 

• He reports to the senior officer that a turntable ladder is required to get a jet of water to the 

back of the factory. The TL comes in and sets up. 

• The Mobile Dam comes in and hoses are run to the TL and possibly a hand-held branch fed via 

the trailer pump. Water is pumped for a few minutes (until 500 gallons are exhausted). 

Equipment is made up. 

• As soon as everything is in place, and water is pumped, firemen go into the building with 

stretchers. Wendy and Norman are brought out on stretchers. 

2:17pm: The sirens sound ‘all clear’ for the second time. 

2:19pm: ARP and Rescue Services rescue severely wounded casualties, including those trapped in 

rubble. A box will be made from pallets and covered with wood debris, and other imitation rubble 

2:24pm: A minute's silence to remember the dead, at the exact time the last bomb dropped. A 

whistle or air horn will be sounded, and this is a signal for all reenactors and everyone else involved 

to line up in ranks in the arena. This may be brought forward if weather in bad. 

3:00pm: Royal Engineer Bomb Disposal team deals with the UXBs. 

3:45pm: Reenactors and public form a convoy for a parade through Newark. 

4:00pm: Convoy departs around Newark to the old part of the R & M building (now NSK) (TBC), 

and on to St Mary's church. 

5:00pm: Special service at St Mary’s Newark by the Market Square. It would be very helpful to 

have an indication of how many are likely to come on the convoy, and to the service. It would be 

nice for uniformed re-enactors to process in with the Mayor and Councillors and sit in a block. Also, 

we would appreciate a couple of reenactors who prefer not to go to the service to volunteer to stay 

with the vehicles, just to make sure they don’t get any unwanted attention. Note that historic 

vehicles may park in the Market Square, modern vehicles need to use on-street or car-park parking. 

 

Signing in, Declaration and Briefing 
The briefing is of utmost importance for everyone taking part, and will be at 10:45 around the NFS 

canteen (which will also be the event control centre). If the weather is very wet, the briefing will 

move to the ‘works’ (Hangar 1). 

The signing-in sheet will include the following declaration: “I declare that I have attended/will attend 

the safety briefing, and agree to do everything I can to help the display run safely, both for ourselves 

and the public. Also, if makeup is applied, it is at my own risk” 
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The raids that wrought death and destruction on R&M on Black Friday, 7 March 1941… 
The Luftwaffe recorded the sequence of attacks by the first bomber, Heinkel 111 H-5 was (1) 13.34 
hours from 1000 feet running south to north dropping four 250kg SC250’s; (2) turning over the town 
and at 13.38 hours running west to east dropping one 500kg SC500; and (3) turning again and at 
13.41 hours running north to south strafing and photo reconnaissance. 
Source: http://www.air-receivers.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/IMG_4843.jpg 
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